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Background: Abdominal surgery is one of the most definitive and mainstay treatment

options for abdominal pathologies in clinical practice. Acute postoperative pain is a

major challenge in the postoperative period. Although opioids are commonly used for

analgesia after major abdominal surgeries, they can lead to side effects, such as nausea

and vomiting, constipation, pruritus, and life-threatening respiratory depression. Regional

anesthetic techniques are commonly used to prevent or minimize these side effects.

The objective of this meta-analysis is to assess the effectiveness of erector spinae

plane block (ESPB) and standard medical (no block) pain management after major

abdominal surgeries.

Methods: We searched for articles reporting the results of randomized controlled trials

on ESPB and no block in pain control published before May 2021.

Results: The systematic search initially yielded 56 publications, 49 articles were

excluded, and seven randomized clinical trials were included and analyzed. We extracted

the data on postoperative opioid consumption, the efficacy of pain relief, time to the first

opioid demand, and the rate of postoperative complications in the ESPB group and no

block group.

Conclusions: Opioid requirement and time to first analgesic request were significantly

reduced in the ultrasound-guided ESPB group, but pain scores, nausea, and vomiting

did not differ significantly after pooling the results of the block and no block studies. There

were no reports on serious complications related to ESPB.

Keywords: regional anesthesia, erector spinae plane block, abdominal surgery, pain management, postoperative

analgesia, opioid consumption

INTRODUCTION

Abdominal surgery is a common and definitive treatment option for abdominal pathologies in
clinical practice. Acute postoperative pain is a major challenge in the postoperative period and
is often not optimized. Inadequate perioperative pain management may result in complications
such as delayed mobilization, nausea, ileus, prolonged hospital stays, and the development of
chronic pain syndromes (1). A U.S. National Institutes of Health report demonstrated that fewer
than 50% of patients received adequate pain relief and more than 80% of patients suffer from
postoperative pain (2). A series of consecutive reports from the United States (1993, 2003, and
2012) demonstrated that postoperative pain management and the quality of perceived pain have
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remained mostly unchanged (3). Currently, opioids are one
of the most commonly used analgesics for perioperative pain
control after major abdominal surgeries (4). Although opioids
can provide effective pain relief, they can result in side effects,
including nausea and vomiting, constipation, pruritus, and life-
threatening respiratory depression (4).

Therefore, to prevent or minimize these side effects, regional
anesthetic techniques are commonly added to postoperative
pain management (5).

Although epidural anesthesia can provide effective pain
control after major abdominal surgeries, postoperative
hypotension caused by epidural block, and hypocoagulability are
frequent concerns (6).

Regional interfascial plane blocks recently introduced into
clinical practice can improve the quality of postoperative pain
control. Erector spinae plane block (ESPB) was first performed
and described by Forero “as a successful interfascial plane block
for thoracic neuropathic pain” (7) and is now one of the most
frequently studied types of plane blocks.

ESPB is performed by administering local anesthetic in the
erector spinae plane and produces an effective and wide sensory
block in the ipsilateral thorax (7).

ESPB has been shown its value and efficacy in acute as well as
in chronic pain management (8, 9).

Since the number of ESPB performed for postoperative
analgesia in recent years is increasing rapidly, we decided to
conduct a systematic review.

The primary objective of this systematic review and meta-
analysis is to compare postoperative opioid consumption
between ESPB and no block. The secondary objectives include
the efficacy of pain relief, time to the first opioid demand, and the
rate of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

METHODS

Protocol
Wedeveloped a protocol with the inclusion and exclusion criteria
for relevant articles. The method of analysis was established and
approved by all authors. This is a meta-analysis investigating
ESPB vs. No block in patients who underwent abdominal
surgeries. This quantitative systematic review was conducted in
accordance with the PRISMA guidelines.

Search Methods
Using PubMed, Google Scholar, and the Cochrane Library,
we conducted a search for relevant articles available in these
databases from their inception to May 2021. The search terms
included the combination of “erector spinae plane block,”
“erector spinae block,” “ESP block,” “ESPB” AND “abdominal
surgery,” “abdominal cancer surgery.” We searched the journals
and references for all articles relevant to the study. Neither ethical
approval nor patient consent was required.

Inclusion Criteria:

1) Randomized controlled trials (RCT);
2) Age—18 years old and older;

3) ESPB (bilateral single shot) in acute pain management after
abdominal surgery and no block pain management methods
assessed using the standard scales, VAS (visual analog pain
score) and NRS (numerical pain rating score).

4) Both open and laparoscopic abdominal surgery.

Exclusion Criteria:

1) Non-RCTs: case reports or series, editorials
2) Cadaver studies, retrospective studies, technical reports.

Patient, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcomes

(PICO) Criteria:

We included studies that fit the following criteria:
Population: Adults (>18 years) undergoing

abdominal surgeries;
Intervention: bilateral erector spinae plane blocks for

abdominal surgeries (ESPB);
Comparator: No block or placebo (sham);
Outcomes:
Primary—to compare ESPB and no block in opioid

consumption during the first 24 h following surgery;
Secondary—comparison of pain scores after surgery

(VAS, NRS); time to first rescue opioid administration; side
effects of opioids (nausea and vomiting); side effects and
complications related to ESPB including local anesthetic
systemic toxicity (LAST).

Studies to be included: randomized controlled clinical trials.

Types of Interventions
Ultrasound-guided ESPB was performed in the interventional
group, whereas the control group received a placebo
or “no block”.

Types of Comparisons
Comparisons between the groups were made. The main outcome
of the meta-analysis was to compare opioid consumption
during the first 24 h following surgery. The secondary objectives
included comparing pain scores after surgery, time to first
rescue opioid administration, side effects of opioids (nausea and
vomiting), and other complications if any.

Three reviewers independently screened the titles
and abstracts to identify articles that meet the review
inclusion criteria.

Data Extraction and Statistical Methods
We extracted and entered data in a systematic review data
table. The extracted data included the following rubrics:
authors, reference, year of publication, surgery type, sample
size, time of the block, and adverse events (as shown in
the Table 1).

If data were given in terms of median and interquartile range,
the mean and SD were recalculated using the following approach
described by Luo et al. (10) (sample mean) and Wan et al. (11)
(sample SD).

Postoperative opioid doses were converted to intravenous
morphine equivalents (mg) (12–14). We conducted the data
analysis using the Review Manager (RevMan) [Computer
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the included studies.

References Country Study

design

Primary,

secondary

outcomes

N of patients

[total (i./c)]

Age

(i./c,

mean ±

SD)

Group Surgery ASA T of

pain

score

GA Anesthetic and

concentration

Postoperative analgesia Conclusions

Abdelhamid

et al. (15)

Egypt RCT Prim. –

pain scores Sec. –

PO

opioid consumption

66 (22/22/22) 37.1

± 10.4

35.9

± 8.8

35.7

± 8.6

ESPB:

US-

guided

bilateral

ESPB

TAP:

Bilateral

TAP

C: Opioid

analgesia

Sleeve

gastrectomy

in obese

patients

II/III 0.5, 2, 4,

6, 8, 12,

18, 24 h

Yes ESPB: 30ml

0.25%bupivacaine

TAP: 30ml

0.25%bupivacaine

IV paracetamol 1 g, max 4 g

in 24 h at VAS ≥ 3

IV pethidine 50mg at VAS ≥

5

Lower pain scores

in ESPB group

than in TAP and

Control groups

Abu Elyazed

et al. (16)

Egypt RCT Prim. – pain

scores at 2 h PO

Sec. – pain scores

at rest up to 24 h,

use of

intraoperative

fentanyl and

rescue analgesia

in 24 h PO

60 (30/30) 42.7 ± 8

44.3

± 9.3

ESPB:

US-

guided

bilateral

ESPB

C:

Placebo

Open

epigastric

hernia repair

I/II 0.5, 1, 2,

4, 6, 8,

12, 18,

24 h

Yes ESPB: 20ml

bupivacaine 0.25%

C: 1ml of

normal saline

IV paracetamol 1 g every 6 h

IV pethidine 0.5 mg/kg at

VAS ≥ 4

Lower PO pain

scores and use of

intraoperative

fentanyl and PO

rescue analgesia

in ESPB group

Hamed et al.

(17)

Egypt RCT Prim. – fentanyl

use in 24 h PO

Sec. – pain

scores, hospital

LoS, complication

60 (30/30) 50.00

± 5.7

50.7

± 4.72

ESPB:

US-

guided

ESPB

C:

Placebo

Total

abdominal

hysterectomy

I / II/ III 0.5, 2, 4,

6, 12,

24 h

Yes ESPB: 20ml

bupivacaine 0.5%

C: 20ml

saline 0.9%

PCA: fentanyl

Oral acetaminophen 1 g 4

times daily

Lower fentanyl

consumption and

pain scores in

ESPB group

Kamel et al.

(18)

Egypt RCT Prim. – pain

scores, morphine

consumption in

24 h PO, time to

rescue analgesic

Sec. – patient

satisfaction,

adverse effects

48 (24/24) 53.7

± 6.5

56.4

± 5.9

ESPB:

US-

guided

bilateral

ESPB

TAP: US-

guided

bilateral

TAP

Open total

abdominal

hysterectomy

I/II 0.5, 2, 4,

6, 8, 12,

16, 20,

24 h

Yes ESPB: 20ml

bupivacaine

0.375% + 5 ug/ml

adrenaline

1:200,000 on

each side TAP:

20ml bupivacaine

0.375% + 5 ug/ml

adrenaline

1:200,000 on

each side

Rescue analgesia: IV

morphine 3mg at VAS > 3

Pethidine 1 mg/kg every 4 h,

max 300mg daily

Lower pain scores,

longer duration of

analgesia, and

decreased

morphine

consumption in

ESPB compared

to TAP group

Kim et al. (19) Korea RCT Prim. – opioid use

in 24 h PO Sec. –

consumption of

rescue analgesia,

pain scores

70 (35/35) 57.8

± 10.0

56.6

± 10.2

ESPB:

US-

guided

bilateral

ESPB

C: No

block

Laparoscopic

liver resection

I/II 1, 6, 12,

24, 48,

72 h

Yes ESPB: 40ml of

ropivacaine 0.5%

IV morphine 5 mg

IV-PCA: fentanyl 15

µg/ml−1 with normal saline,

at 1 ml/h−1, bolus 1ml,

15min lockout at NRS > 3

No significant

difference in pain

scores between

ESPB and control

group

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

References Country Study

design

Primary,

secondary

outcomes

N of patients

[total (i./c)]

Age

(i./c,

mean ±

SD)

Group Surgery ASA T of

pain

score

GA Anesthetic and

concentration

Postoperative analgesia Conclusions

Fentanyl 0.5 µg/kg−1 bolus

at NRS > 4

Ward: IV ibuprofen 400mg

every 6 h on PO day 1 and

2, max 6 doses + IV

hydromorphone 1mg at

NRS > 4

PO day 2: Oral codeine

phosphate 10 mg/ibuprofen

200 mg/paracetamol

250mg) every 8 h

Prasad et al.

(20)

India RCT Prim. –

pain scores Sec. –

hemodynamic outcomes

61 (31/30) 41.03

± 12.58

37.37

± 16.81

ESPB:

ESPB

under

fluoroscopy

guidance

C: No

block

Percutaneous

nephrolithotomy

I/II 1, 2, 3,

4, 6, 12,

18, 24 h

Yes 20ml 0.375%

ropivacaine

IV paracetamol 1 g every 8 h

Rescue analgesia: tramadol

2 mg/kg at VAS > 4, max 4

doses in 24 h

More effective

postoperative pain

relief in ESPB

group

Tulgar et al.

(21)

Turkey RCT Prim. – pain

scores at rest and

coughing for 24

h PO Sec. –

analgesia

consumption in

24 h

30 (15/15) 53. 6

± 12.5

50.4

± 11.2

ESPB:

US-

guided

bilateral

ESPB

C: No

block

Laparoscopic

cholecystectomy

I/II 20,

40min,

1, 3, 6,

12, 18,

24 h

Yes ESPB: 20ml of

0.375%

bupivacaine

bilaterally

PCA: tramadol 3 mg/kg

(total volumen 100ml), no

basal infusión, 10mg bolus,

20min lockout

Rescue analgesia: fentanyl

25 µg at NRS ≥ 4 every 20

min

Ward: paracetamol 1 g

every 8 h + diclofenac Na

75mg IM at NRS ≥ 4 +

meperidine 50mg IV if pain

remained after 1 h

Decreased

immediate PO

pain and lower

rescue analgesia

requirement in

12 h in ESPB

group

ASA status, American Society of Anesthesiologists; C, control; ESPB, Erector Spinae Plane Block; GA, general anesthesia; i., intervention; IM, intramuscular(ly); IV, intravenous(ly); LoS, length of stay; max, maximum; N, number, NRS,

Numeric Rating Scale; PCA, patient-controlled analgesia; PO, postoperative(ly); prim., primary; RCT, randomized controlled trial; SD, standard deviation; sec., secondary; T, time; TAP, transversus abdominis plane block; US, ultrasound;

VAS, Visual Analogue Scale.
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FIGURE 1 | PRISMA diagram.

program]. Version 5.4. The Cochrane Collaboration, 2020.
Statistical heterogeneity was calculated using the I2 statistic.

RESULTS

Description of Included Studies
The systematic search initially yielded 56 publications, of which
49 articles were excluded. A total of 373 patients [187 patients
in ESPB and 186 patients in the control (no block) group]
undergoing abdominal surgeries from 7 randomized clinical
trials were analyzed (Figure 1). The data and characteristics of
the included studies are presented in Table 1.

Total Opioid Consumption Within 24 h After Surgery

(mg)
The results showed that five studies analyzed the total opioid
consumption within 24 h after surgery in the ESPB and control

(no block) groups. In particular, the studies reported the total
pethidine consumption (15, 16), the total fentanyl consumption
(17), the total morphine consumption (18), and the total
tramadol consumption (19). The former two did not report
the sample means and sample standard deviations; therefore,
we estimated them as discussed in the pertinent literature
(10, 11). As shown in Figure 2, the meta-analysis favors ESPB
over control (no block) because all studies report lower opioid
consumption in the ESPB groups than in the control groups; the
standardized mean difference with 95 CI is−1.33 [−2.01,−0.65].
We calculated opioid consumption in terms of morphine (mg)
consumption as follows: pethidine (mg) and tramadol (mg)
values were multiplied by 0.1, while fentanyl (mg) values by
0.01. In other words, fentanyl (mcg) values were converted to
morphine (mg) values by multiplying them by 0.1 since 1mg of
morphine is considered equivalent to 10 mcg of fentanyl (https://
www.mdanderson.org/) (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2 | Forest plot of total opioid consumption for the ESPB vs. non-block care studies in the first 24 h after surgery (in mg of morphine).

FIGURE 3 | Forest plot of pain intensity in the first 24 h after surgery (in VAS scores).

For the total opioid consumption meta-analysis, we used the
random-effects model with a standardized mean difference since
the studies reported the use of multiple different opioids. The
study heterogeneity is high (I2 = 82%) and that is significant (P-
value= 0.0002). The total number of individuals in each group is
121. In addition to the above five studies, Prasad et al. (20) found
that the tramadol consumption in the ESPB group (n= 31, mean
= 100mg) was lower than in the control group (n = 30, mean
= 350mg); however, this study was not included into our meta-
analysis because it did not report the sample standard deviation
for the ESPB group.

Pain Severity at 24 h After Surgery
Based on the results of three studies (15, 17, 20), we build a
forest plot on pain severity for ESPB vs. no block (Figure 3).
For two of these studies (conducted in 2020), we had to estimate
the sample means and sample standard deviations as discussed
previously. As shown in Figure 3, the total number of patients in
these three studies is 165 (with 83 being in the ESPB groups and
the other 82 individuals being in the control groups). The first
and third studies tend to favor ESPB over control (because the
mean value of pain severity in these studies shows up smaller in
ESPB groups). Overall, the forest plot does not favor ESPB over
no block, but more studies are required to obtain a clearer result.

The First Request for Rescue Analgesia (in Hours)
The results further showed that five studies compared the time
to first request for rescue analgesia between ESPB and control
groups (Figure 4) (15, 16, 18–20). Here, we prefer the mean
difference since all studies use the same unit (hours) and outcome

(continuous). Since the mean differences between ESPB and
control groups are positive, the meta-analysis favors ESPB over
no block interventions. For two studies (15, 16), the sample
means and sample standard deviations were estimated from their
medians, first and third quartiles, and sample sizes.

Postoperative Complications: Nausea and Vomiting
Three studies (15, 18, 19) assessed the rates of postoperative
nausea and vomiting (PONV). The model shows no difference
between ESPB and no block in PONV (Figure 5). The result
is insensitive to the exclusion of any study. The risk ratio with
95% CI is 0.83 [0.45, 1.53]. In addition, the first two studies
presented the data in shares of people with nausea and vomiting
in the samples. In contrast, the latter presented data on the
number of patients having postoperative complications and did
not separate them into the exact number of individuals having
nausea and vomiting. Since they reported the number of patients
that developed “postoperative nausea and vomiting 24 h after
surgery” as 14 and 8 in ESPB and control groups, respectively,
we assume these patients have nausea and vomiting. Note that
even if we replace ANDwith OR, it is unlikely that the conclusion
will change. However, it is clear that more studies are required to
draw a conclusion of the advantages of ESPB over no block option
concerning postoperative complications.

DISCUSSION

Our meta-analysis analyzed the pain control efficacy of erector
spinae plane block after abdominal surgery. Opioid consumption
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FIGURE 4 | Forest plot of the first request for rescue analgesia (in hours).

FIGURE 5 | Forest plot of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

during the first 24 h postoperation was lower in ESPB compared
to no block.

Erector spinae plane block (ESPB) did not show a significant
pain score reduction (VAS/NRS) at the first 24 h following the
surgical procedure. Another finding is that ESPB was better than
no block in assessing the time to first demand rescue analgesia.
Finally, ESPB was not better than no block in reducing the rates
of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

Several recent clinical trials and systematic reviews
demonstrated the positive effect of ESPB in non-abdominal
surgeries in reducing early postoperative opioid requirement and
time to first opioid requirement (22). ESPB can reduce opioid
requirement but does not appear to influence opioid-related side
effects nor does it improve the quality of pain. One interpretation
might be because the ESPB groups also have access to opioids to
improve pain intensity further, yet may expose participants to
opioid-related side effects such as nausea and vomiting which do
not appear to be dose-related, i.e., that the smaller amounts of

opioids in the ESPB group are still causing similar amounts of
nausea and vomiting.

The following drugs and methods are usually used for
postoperative pain control: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs with opioids, and regional techniques, such as ESPB.
Combining these drugs can lead to an additive effect increasing
the effect of individual analgesic agents and reducing their
side effects. Unfortunately, in many cases, drug therapy is
insufficient to maintain appropriate postoperative analgesia;
therefore, regional techniques, such as ESPB, are commonly used.

Previous trials and our meta-analysis have demonstrated
that ESPB reduced postoperative opioid requirements (22).
Although opioids possess strong analgesic properties, they delay
early mobilization as well as discharge from the hospital,
which is a significant drawback in hospitals with high patient
volume (23). The rationale of using opioid-sparing pain
management techniques, especially in cancer surgery, is based on
several considerations.
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The current opioid crisis requires new approaches allowing
the reduction of opioid use. Moreover, despite the fact that
opioids have been shown to be one of the most effective
approaches for pain management, the majority of patients
report incomplete pain relief and side effects after surgery.
Laparotomy is known to induce intense nociceptive stimulation
by surgical injury to the skin, parietal and visceral peritoneum,
and visceral structures (7).

Erector spinae plane block (ESPB) is a type of facial
plane block in which local anesthetic is administered in
the plane located between the erector spinae muscle and
thoracic transverse process (7). ESPB blocks the transmission of
nociceptive stimuli through the dorsal/ventral rami of the spinal
nerve roots, prevents afferent stimuli transmission, and inhibits
efferent activation of the sympathetic nervous system (7). The
effect of ESPB is also achieved through the block of the lateral,
posterior, and anterior thoracic wall resulting in multiple level
sensory blocks (24). Additional proposed mechanism of action
could be explained by the epidural spread of the anesthetics (25).

No major complications related to ESPB were reported.
More trials and data on safety and complications related to
ESPB are needed (26). Although ESPB might be associated
with lower risks of mechanical complications, for example,
compared with epidural anesthesia or paravertebral analgesia,
because the efficacy of ESBP is volume depended, the risk of
intravascular injection and local anesthetic toxicity (LAST) must
be considered (27).

ESPB has low risks of complications associated with
hypocoagulable states, which might be an issue for epidural
anesthesia. Because there are no major vessels in close proximity
to the erector spinae plane, the risks of intravascular injections of
local anesthetics or hematoma are lower than in other regional
anesthetic blocks (27).

Nevertheless, like other types of interfascial plane blocks,
especially if high volumes of local anesthetics are used, LAST
recognition and management algorithms should be exercised
(28). For example, both surgeons and anesthesiologists must
be aware of LAST, whenever ESPB is used; all members
of the anesthesia and surgical team should maintain good
communication (e.g., the surgical team should be informed
that high volumes of local anesthetics were used, and the
surgical team should be careful in using additional volumes
for local infiltration) (28). Since different concentrations of
local anesthetics are currently used, it is important to double-
check it before injecting (28). If the continuous ESPB is
used, telemetry monitoring could be recommended to improve
patient safety (28).

The use of lower concentration and high volume solutions
was proposed to minimize the risk of LAST; a higher volume of
local anesthetics improves the efficacy of the block by covering
more segments, whereas low volume theoretically reduces the
risks of LAST (29). The ideal concentration and volume of local
anesthetics are yet to be investigated.

Although the use of low local anesthetic concentration
can reduce the risks of LAST, more opioid anesthetic

might be required to provide sufficient pain control. It
can, in turn, increase the risks of opioid-related side effects
(nausea, vomiting, intestinal hypomotility, and respiratory
depression). The incidence of nausea and vomiting after
surgery was reported to be significantly lower in the group
with high bupivacaine concentration, possibly due to reduced
tramadol administration (29).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

A major limitation of this meta-analysis is that there was
a limited number of matched clinical trials focused on
ESPB in pain control after abdominal surgeries. The lack
of significance is then attributed to inadequate amounts of
studies included in the analysis. The second limitation is due
to the heterogeneity of the structure, style, and rubrics of
the studied and published results. The next major limitation
is high heterogeneity in types and extends of surgeries
(e.g., gastrectomy, liver resection, hysterectomy, epigastric
hernia repair, and cholecystectomy) and approaches (open,
laparoscopic). Another limitation is that our literature search
might have failed to find all publications related to the
review objectives.

CONCLUSIONS

This meta-analysis demonstrated that opioid requirement and
time to first analgesic request was significantly reduced in
the ultrasound-guided ESPB group, but pain scores, nausea,
and vomiting did not differ significantly after pooling the
results of the block and no block studies. No serious
complications related to ESPB were reported. Future RCTs
with more standardized reporting rubrics are warranted to
verify and consolidate the results of previous RCTs and
this meta-analysis.
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